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The Lucubrate Lobby
From the Lucubrate Lobby, you will find different offices and rooms. Most of
the rooms are open for all. Some rooms are for the students and staff, and
some for the staff only. Click on the entrance to open.

Classrooms
In the classrooms, you will find the courses. The main idea for Lucubrate is to
offer high-quality courses for an affordable price.
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The Library
In the Library, you will find the Lucubrate blogs and relevant literature for your
study.

Lucubrate News and Magazine
Lucubrate publish news related to the Lucubrate Project regularly. Find the
Lucubrate newsletter and Lucubrate magazine here.
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ACRONYMS:
IFRS

International Financial Reporting Standards (IASB)

IAS

International Accounting Standards (IASB)

SMEs

International Financial Reporting Standards for Small and
Medium-sized Entities (IFRS for SMEs

IPSAS

International Public Sector Accounting Standards IAS Plus

CFO

Chief Financial Officer

CEO

Chief Executive Officer

COSO

Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway
Commission

ICFR

Internal Controls over Financial Reporting (COSO 2013)

ERM

Enterprise Risk Management (COSO 2017) Integrating Strategy
and Performance

KPI

Key Performance Indicators

PPP

Public-Private Partnerships
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Course Outline

Workshop Introduction
This workshop comprises two overlapping and strongly integrated modules:

IPSAS (Public/government sector accounting standards)
Planning and Budgeting

What is the IPSASB?
The International Public Sector Accounting
Standards Board (IPSASB) is the international independent board that
develops International Public Sector Accounting Standards (IPSAS). The
IPSASB’s operations are facilitated by the International Federation of
Accountants (IFAC).

What Are the IPSASB’s Goals and Objectives?
The IPSASB aims to strengthen public financial management and knowledge
globally through the enhancement of the quality and transparency of public
sector financial reporting by: • Developing high-quality public sector financial
reporting standards; • Developing other publications for the public sector;
and • Raising awareness of IPSAS® and the benefits of their adoption.

Why Are IPSAS Important?
The financial and sovereign debt crises emphasized the need for better
financial reporting by governments worldwide, and the need for
improvements in the management of public sector resources. The continuing
aftermath of these crises has reinforced these needs. Citizens are affected by
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a government’s financial management decisions. Strong and transparent
financial reporting has the potential to improve public sector decision making
and make governments more accountable to their constituents. The failure of
governments to manage their finances has in the past, had dramatic
consequences, such as the impairment of democracy, social unrest, and the
failure of governments to meet their commitments today and in the future.
These risks are still very apparent. Since 1997, the IPSASB has developed and
issued 38 accrual standards, and a cash basis standard for countries moving
toward full accrual accounting. Governments that report on a cash-basis do
not account for significant liabilities, such as pensions and infrastructure
development; as a result, the IPSASB encourages public sector entities to
adopt the accrual basis of accounting—which will improve financial
management and increase transparency resulting in a more comprehensive
and accurate view of a government’s financial position. Many governments,
jurisdictions, and international institutions have already adopted IPSASs—
many more are on the road to implementing the standards.

What is the IPSASB?
The IPSASB consists of 18 members—both from IFAC member bodies and
public members— with experience and expertise in public sector financial
reporting. With the exception of the Chair, who is remunerated from January
1, 2016 all members are voluntary. Members include representatives from
ministries of finance, government audit institutions, public practice, and
academia. All members of the IPSASB, including the chair and deputy chair,
are appointed by the IFAC Board upon recommendations from the IFAC
Nominating Committee. The selection process is based on the individual
qualities and abilities of the nominee in relation to the available board
position. The IPSASB strives to cultivate members who possess the knowledge,
insight, and geographical footprint necessary to best serve the public interest.
The IPSASB receives support (both direct financial and in-kind) from: The
Government Accounting Standards Board, the Asian Development Bank, the
Chartered Professional Accountants of Canada, the South African
Accounting Standards Board, the New Zealand External Reporting Board, and
the governments of Canada, New Zealand, and Switzerland.

How Does the IPSASB Set Standards?
The IPSASB follows a very structured and public due process in the
development of all International Public Sector Accounting Standards
(IPSAS®). This process provides the opportunity for all those interested in
financial reporting in the public sector to make their views known to the
IPSASB, and ensure that their views are considered in the standard-setting
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development process. Exposure Drafts (ED) of all proposed IPSASs are
developed, usually with the input of a task based group of IPSASB members or
a task force also including external experts, and are available for download
from the website. Exposure drafts are usually preceded by a consultation
paper that explores the subject in detail and provides the basis for further
discussion, development, and policy formation. All exposure drafts have open
and finite comment periods. Ian Carruthers became IPSASB chair in January
2016, having served as a member since 2010. A complete listing of IPSASB
members
and
their
bios
can
be
accessed
at
www.ifac.org/PublicSector/CommitteeMembers.php For more information on
the IPSASB, including all current projects, please visit the website
at www.ipsasb.org.

The Governance of the IPSASB
The governance and standard-setting activities of the IPSASB are overseen by
the Public Interest Committee (PIC) to ensure that they follow due process
and reflect the public interest. The PIC is comprised of individuals with
expertise in public sector or financial reporting, and professional engagement
in organizations that have an interest in promoting high-quality and
internationally comparable financial information.

The Consultative Advisory Group (CAG)
The IPSASB Consultative Advisory Group (CAG) advises the IPSASB on: (a) The
IPSASB’s strategy, work program and agenda, including project priorities; (b)
Projects, including views on key technical issues or matters that may impede
the adoption or effective implementation of IPSASs; and (c) Other matters of
relevance to the standard-setting activities of the IPSASB.

About IFAC
The International Federation of Accountants® (IFAC®) is the global
organization for the accountancy profession dedicated to serving the public
interest by strengthening the profession and contributing to the development
of strong international economies. IFAC is comprised of over 175 members
and associates in over 130 countries and jurisdictions, representing almost 3
million accountants in public practice, education, government service,
industry, and commerce.
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Planning and Budgeting
We will thoroughly address all aspects of traditional planning and budgeting
within the public/government sectors, through the development of 3-5 year
forecasting models. But towards this end we will also discuss and examine the
theory of Zero-based Budgeting (ZBB) and program budgeting. ZBB is a
budgeting process that allocates funding based on program efficiency and
necessity rather than budget history. As opposed to traditional budgeting, no
item is automatically included in the next budget. In ZBB, preparers review
every program and expenditure at the beginning of each budget cycle and
must justify each line item in order to receive funding. Preparers can apply ZBB
to any type of cost, capital expenditures, operating expenses as well as sales,
general, and administrative costs.
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Workshop Objectives
Lucubrate will offer accountant training (public and government sectors) to
shed light on challenges and solutions for a modern government and
organizations.

Training Methodology
The methodology presented that by definition incorporates the choices
about what information and data to gather (planning and budgeting) in
order to derive an economically sound decision. And, the choices about how
to analyze the information and data obtained.
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Learning Outcomes:
At the end of this 5-day program you will have learnt, discussed and
understood:
1) What exactly is planning and budgeting within the
public/government sector?
2) What is accrual accounting, applying IPSAS, IAS based standards
3) we’ll discuss cash sources (grants, funding, taxes) and the
application, usage, and tracking of those resources in a costeffective approach using the general ledger chart of accounts
4) The importance of documentation
5) The application of Internal Controls and variance analysis

Who should attend?
This course both theoretical and extensively interactive is designed for middle
and senior public sector/governmental accountants who need to understand
and embrace the disciplines of financial management, planning and
budgeting, cash flow management and accounting IPSAS standards,







Chief/senior Accountants
Government financial management personnel
Senior Government officials
Budget and Financial Analysts
District and Counties Department Heads and direct reports
Accountants (all levels), Auditors (external and internal),

Level of the Course
Intermediate
Undergraduate or equivalent in accounting business, economics or finance
disciplines
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Topics covered by day and session
summary

Planning and Budgeting

Day 5

IFRS/IPSAS

Day 1-4

Morning

Morning

Afternoon

Afternoon

IPSAS review and
discussion

IPSAS review
and discussion

IPSAS review
and discussion

IPSAS review and
discussion

Developing 5year forecasts
and annual
budgets

Centralized
Government
Administration /
Developing 5year forecasts
and annual
budgets

Program
Budgeting
techniques and
implementation

Internal Controls
Documentation
Justification
Sources of funds
Variance analysis
Monitoring
progress
Under/over costs
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Day 1 – 4
International Public Sector
Accounting Standards (IPSAS)
Develop an overview of:
■ financial statements (IPSAS® 1)
■ cash flow statements (IPSAS® 2)
■ accounting policies, changes in accounting estimates, and errors (IPSAS® 3).

Financial performance ~ provides an understanding of:
■ non-exchange revenue (IPSAS® 23)
■ exchange revenue (IPSAS® 9)
■ construction contracts (IPSAS® 11).

Accounting for assets and liabilities
■ property plant and equipment (IPSAS® 17)
■ intangible assets (IPSAS® 31)
■ investment property (IPSAS® 16)
■ impairment of cash generating assets (IPSAS® 26)
■ impairment of non-cash generating assets (IPSAS® 21)
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■ borrowing costs (IPSAS® 5)
■ inventories (IPSAS® 12)
■ leases (IPSAS® 13)
■ financial instruments (IPSAS® 28, 29, 30)
■ provisions
■ contingent liabilities and contingent assets (IPASAS® 19)
■ events after the reporting date (IPSAS® 14)
■ employee benefits (IPSAS® 25)
■ agriculture (IPSS® 27).

Consolidation
■ consolidated and separate financial statements (IPSAS® 6)
■ interests in joint ventures (IPSAS® 8)
■ investments in associates (IPSAS® 7)
■ translation of financial statements of foreign operations (IPSAS® 4)
■ financial reporting in hyperinflationary economies (IPSAS® 10)
■ disclosure standards and other topics, presentation of budget information
(IPSAS® 24)
■ segment reporting (IPSAS® 18)
■ related party disclosures (IPSAS® 20)
■ disclosure of financial information about the general government sector
(IPSAS® 22)
■ service concessions (IPSAS® 32).

First-time adoption of accrual-based IPSAS®
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■ migrating from cash to accrual basis
■ first time adoption of IPSAS® (IPSAS® 33)
■ change management and the adoption of IPSAS®.

Day 5
Morning session 1 - 2:

Developing 5-year forecasts and annual budgets








Comparison against prior plan
Use of historical data for line-item verification / explain changes
Use of ratios including Key Performance Indicators
Applying scenario testing of revenue projections
Factor in anticipated changes to expenses
Factor in capital project(s) completion and ongoing maintenance/other costs
Zero-based budgeting

Afternoon session 3:

Discussion of documentation and management:







Documentation
Justification
Sources of fund
Variance analysis
Monitoring progress
Under/over costs

Afternoon session 4:

Program Budgeting – techniques and implementation
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What does Lucubrate mean?
Lucubrate means to work, write, or study especially by night. Lucubrate also means to
produce scholarly written material. Originally, to lucubrate was to work by artificial light,
and that meaning should still be helpful in learning this word: when lucubrating, you’re
shedding new light on a subject by elaborating, expanding, and adding more details.
Lucubrating adds clarity and makes a subject easier to understand: it’s often associated
with scholars. Synonyms for lucubrate are words like study, coach, cogitate, consider,
examine, inquire, learn, meditate, and think.

What is the Lucubrate concept?
The Lucubrate concept for learning includes different tools: First the videos in a series.
After a learning video, the Lucubrate uses quizzes, individual practical tasks,
complementary information (videos or text) and group discussions for deeper
understanding. Lucubrate uses «Gist Learning». The word «Gist Learning» tells about
the size (brief videos 50-70 seconds) and the content. The Lucubrates concept makes
the learning better for new skills.

What is Lucubrate for you?
The Lucubrate will open a world of accessible skills for young and young adults all over
the world. Following courses give you knowledge and skills and connections to people in
other parts of the world. You can meet the world with the skills the world needs.
Lucubrate gives the teachers an opportunity to transfer skills to other people. Lucubrate
gives the teachers an opportunity to look at the whole world as the classroom.
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The Trainer:
Peter Edward Welch is a renowned finance and teaching/training expert with
over 30 years of professional experience. All throughout his professional life, he
has focused on topics including, but not limited to accounting, internal audit
and risk assessment, internal control, treasury and auditing. He started his
career as an accountant at the British Diplomatic Service / Foreign &
Commonwealth Office in London, and then held other private-sector senior
accounting roles before, in 1979, moving to the USA, where he worked mostly
in the above-mentioned fields of specialization. Since then, Mr. Welch has
worked for various different private sector companies, including USAID and EU
public/government sector projects, in countries such as Kuala Lumpur, Kenya,
Bangladesh, Nigeria, Ghana, Iraq, Afghanistan/Singapore, Egypt, Georgia,
Sudan, Bosnia & Herzegovina, South Africa, Japan, India, UAE, Puerto Rico
and Bermuda.
He also has relevant international experience in the public/government sector
including that of Team Lead for a project in Tbilisi, Georgia working as a Fiscal
Agent. Recently, in Bangladesh, Mr. Welch was engaged by USAID
Consulting/GMG Management Consulting, to provide technical
assistance/implement (Statement of Award Conditions) SACs in financial
management, procurement, human resource, and program performance
systems. He was tasked to transfer knowledge and essential skills to improve
financial management, procurement, and human resource systems for the
purpose of managing risk and sustainability. He has also developed an expertise
with implementing USAID Compliance Procedures including USG costing, 2-CFR
230 (A-122) and A-133/ADS-591 auditing as well as evaluation methodology. In
2003, under a USAID funded project, he provided technical assistance services
to guide the development of process reengineering/ information (infrastructure)
mapping within the local public sector municipalities. In 2009, he provided
advice to the South African National Treasury within the framework of an EUfunded technical assistance project. During this mission, and in his capacity as
IFRS trainer, he was responsible for the implementation of GRAP/IPSAS
accounting training. Mr. Welch also worked in Georgia, under USAID, in 2002
where he taught ACCA final accounting papers, IFRS-based material, and
assessed the financial sustainability and capacity of the local accounting
standard setting body. He also published an article, among others, on capacity
and sustainability (www.independent.academia.edu/PeterWelch6).
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